VERITY Updates

- Happy New Year from VERITY! We are looking forward to 2020 and hope you are as well!

VERITY (NIH-P30:AR072577) is funded by NIH-NIAMS.

VERITY: Looking Back and Moving Forward

As we enter an exciting new year and decade, we can’t help but think about where VERITY started and how it has grown in the rheumatology world. As you may know, VERITY (Value and Evidence in Rheumatology using bioinformaticaTs, and advanced analYtics) is a NIAMS-funded P30 that is organized around central scientific themes that can be applied to multiple rheumatic and musculoskeletal (MSK) diseases. VERITY consists of 3 cores: Enrichment core, Bioinformatics core, and Methodology core. As VERITY has grown, so have the cores. Both the Bioinformatics Core and the Methodology Core have expanded the services offered as well as the staff and collaborators. Both cores have received many requests for assistance on a variety of projects. The Enrichment Core has also grown and become quite popular. The 2018 VERITY Course was met with wonderful reviews from attendees and faculty alike. The Enrichment Core has also provided 2 VERITY Pilot & Feasibility Research Awards. The first award went to Dr. Aleksander Lenert, MD, FRCPC, of University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics, who worked closely with the VERITY Bioinformatics Core to develop an NLP-based phenotyping tool to build a cohort for autoinflammatory syndromes. The second award was given to Dr. Lily Li, MD, of Brigham and Women’s Hospital, who is working with the VERITY Methodology Core to study the clinical impact of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug (NSAID) adverse drug reactions (ADRs) on opioid use disorder. Both Dr. Lenert and Dr. Li remain consistent contributors to the VERITY Research Community.

The VERITY Research Community itself has grown exponentially. The Research Community has gone from 47 members in our first six months to 125 today. The Community has a range of professional ranks and years of experience for members all over the world. We hope to continue this growth and remain a resource for our VERITY Research Community.

The year 2020 holds much for VERITY including the highly anticipated second VERITY/Brigham Course in Rheumatology Clinical Research that is to be held in May of 2020 as well as the release of another VERITY Pilot & Feasibility Research Award. More to come from VERITY and we thank you for your continued support of VERITY. VERITY wishes you a happy new year and a successful 2020.

VERITY Publications


April Jorge, MD is an adult rheumatologist at Massachusetts General Hospital and an Instructor in Medicine at Harvard Medical School. Her clinical and research interests focus on improving outcomes for patients with systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) and related diseases. Her ongoing and recent work includes clinical epidemiology studies evaluating clinical outcomes and predictors in patients with SLE and lupus nephritis, under the guidance of Dr. Hyon Choi and Dr. Karen Costenbader. Dr. Jorge is currently working to understanding trade-offs between retinopathy risk and SLE outcomes associated with hydroxychloroquine dosing. She is also interested in leveraging electronic health record (EHR) data and other large databases to study clinical outcomes and healthcare utilization in SLE patients. Along with Dr. Candace Feldman and several members of the BWH Bioinformatics Core, she recently helped develop a machine-learning EHR algorithm to identify patients with SLE. She is interested in applying bioinformatics approaches to detect SLE flares and to identify subtypes of patients with SLE, with the ultimate goal of informing better patient care.

***For each issue, the newsletter will feature a VERITY member. For more information, please contact Jackie Stratton at jstratton1@bwh.harvard.edu or visit verityresearch.org to become a VERITY member.

Please visit verityresearch.org for more information.